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Abstract 
In this work, we will study an inverse problem to determine the corrosion in an inaccessible location of a metallic plate. 
Our study area is inside a metallic plate whose lower part is embedded, therefore inaccessible. We will perform 
measurements on the upper part of the plate, which is not in contact with the ground. For this, we will send an electric field 
on this part, and take measurements. This problem is modeled by a mixed Laplace problem with presence of an unknown 
term in the boundary conditions; this term is an unknown function which can take several forms. This function detects the 
presence or absence of corrosion inside the plate. For this, we make electrical measurements on different parts of the plate 
on different time intervals, this gives us information about detection and evolution of the corrosion on this part of the plate.
We will first formulate our problem which is an inverse problem, and we will make a theoretical study. We will show that 
this problem has a unique solution, also this solution is stable. After, we will solve this problem by constructing an iterative
algorithm which gives a series of cross problems which give the approximate values of impedance functions, which 
determine the rate of corrosion. Finally we study the convergence and make a numerical application. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of CSM8-ISM5.
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1. Introduction 
 Let @ > @ > ,0;0;,0,0 !!u : baba and * is the border of : . The boundary *  is decomposed into four 
disjoint open domains: 3210 ;;; ****  where:
@ > ^ `ba u * ,00 ; @ > ^ `0,01 u * a ; ^ ` @ >b,002 u * ; ^ ` @ >ba ,03 u * .
Assume that 1*  is the part embedded of: . therefore inaccessible. then the boundary value on 1*  is 
unknown. The electric potential u satisfies the following differential equation:  
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Where Dirichlet and Neumann values on 0*  of the electric potential u are known and are given as follows: 
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Where  gf , are two functions given in )()( 2/12/3 *u* HH . Since  gf ,  are known, we can easily solve 
the problem (1)-(2). The inaccessible part of the border is 1*  that is supposed to be corroded. The appearance 
of any corrosion on 1*  is modeled by a function ).(xJJ   It is therefore to find )(xJJ   such that: 
 (3) 10 * w
w onuu J
K
Our problem is: Find the functions 1f  and 1g  solution of the following problem: 
 (4)
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Where .01 zf From (3). we deduce:          
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 To solve the problem (4). we will construct an algorithm that gives a good approximation of the 
function )(xJJ  . This algorithm gives a sequence INnxnn  );(JJ  of approximate values of the 
function )(xJJ  .
We will show that the sequence   INnn J  converges to the function )(xJJ  .
Finally we make a numerical application by giving a concrete example. 
2- Problem Statement. 
In general. problems such as: Find a function u such that: 
(6)
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Where :  is a bounded open domain in ,2IR and f is given in )(2 :L . dc ** *  being the border of: .
with the condition I ** dc  . admits a unique solution at least in )(
1 :H .
Indeed: We can for example apply the Lax Mailgram theorem, and deduce that: The problem (6) admits a 
unique solution in  )(1 :H  [1].
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But if the :  is convex, we show in[2];[3] that the problem (6) admits a unique solution at least in space 
)(2 :H , morever this solution is stable [4] and [5].
3- Resolution of the problem (4). 
     The resolution of  the poblem  (4), will be made in several steps. 
     3.1 First step
  We solve the problem (1)-(2). From the boundary values (2), we want determine the boundaty values 
functions in (4). Therefore we determine the impedance function J given by  formula (5). 
3.2 Second step: Construction of an iterative algorithm of resolution of the problem (4)
          In this section, we construct an iterative algorithm describing a sequence of approximate problems like 
that built in [6]. This algorithm is based on an iteration of approximate problems of our problem  (4). This 
algorithm that leads to determine the unknown function J. One shows in [7], that this algrithm converges. 
3.2.1 Description of the algorithm 
 1) Specify an initial value v0 of the electric potential u on *1.
 2)  Solve the following problem: 
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We determine );,(0 yxU   :yx,  and  
Kw
w ),()(
0
0 yxUxw   on 1* .
Then we can determine
 
 0
0
0 v
w J , which is the first approximation of the function ofJ .
After, we solve the following problem:  
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We determine ),(1 yxU ;   :yx,  and    11 Uv    on 1* , then we determine
 
  ,1
0
1 v
w J  which the 
second approximation ofJ .   
By a recurrence on k, we assume that the approximation of order k is obtained. I.e. suppose that: 
 
 
Kw
w )(xUw
k
k  on 1*  is known. Now, we can solve the following problem: 
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Now, we can determine   ),(12 yxU k ;   ,, :yx  and     )(121 xUv kk    on 1*  . 
 We deduce  
 
 112   k
k
k v
wJ .
From   ,1kv  we can obtain   ),(22 yxU k ;   :yx,  and  
 
Qw
w 

 )(221 xUw
k
k   on 1* , by solving the 
following problem: 
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We determine then
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We continue the iteration until we get: Hd kk uu 1 , where H is a small positive fixed  real number. 
   3.3 Resolution of a model problem   kP
   We will solve the following problem:
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There are several methods of resolution of the problem (P). We will use the method of separation of variables.  
We pose :
a
xn
a
xzn
Ssin2)(  . For ,1tn  the system  nz  forms an orthogonal basis in space @ > aL ,02
and an ortho normal basis in space @ > aH ,01 . We can write: ¦
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Since the system  nz  is free. we deduce that
))(exp()exp()( bykykyu nnnnn  ED
One shows in [2],  that all developable functions in Fourier series form a dense subspace in 2L .
Assume that the functions f and g are developable in Fourier series. Their development can be written as: 
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We determine the constants nD and nE  by using the boundary conditions on 0* . After calculation, we get:
The solution of the problem (P) is: 
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We apply this method to solve problems      22120 ;;  kk PPP such that in each iteration, we replace 
functions f and g by their values. 
The solution of the problem  0P  is: 
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While the solution of the Problem )( 12 kP is:
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Now, we can determine  ,12 kJ  it is given by:  12kJ
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Hd kk uu 1 , where H  is a positive real number sufficiently small fixed. 
Remark: In the case where the plate is thin. we obtain the solution of each problem by taking the limit in 
formula (7)-(8)-(9)-(10). when b tends to zero. 
     4 Numerical application. 
4.1 Numerical method 
      We will use the method of finite differences to solve problems );( nP with the following data: 
1;1.0;1.0    bah 2)( xxf  xxg  2)( 10  v . .10 3 H  We obtain the following results: 
ix 1J 2J 3J 4J 5J 6J
0.1       0.373 0.345 0.312  0.273                0.221               0.189 
0.2       0.251 0.225 0.189 0.135                 0.912              0.613 
0.3       0.600 0.312 0. 268 0.227                 0.179               0.147 
0.4       0.827 0..535 0.245 0.218                 0.727               4.018 
0.5       0.406 1.250 1.233 2.273                 0.806               5.107 
0.6       0.857 1.241 1.000 2.000                 0.857               4.500 
0.7       0.891 1.225 7.000 1.815                 0.891               3.769 
0.8       0.914 1.208 5.333 1.684                 0.914               3.200 
0.9       0.931 1.191 4.263 1.588                 0.931               2.793 
1.0       0.943 1.176 3.571 1.515                 0.943               2.504 
 1.1      1.067                1.211         2.894        1.4497               1.089                2.004
Table 1 
The first column of the table 1, indicates the values of ;0 ihxxi  1.0;1.0;10,...,1,0 0    xhi ;
 The other columns of  the table 1, indicate the elements 1J to 6J  of the sequence  nJ  of approximate 
functions of  .xJJ  
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